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1 .  .   . .Suppose that h g L 0, p , g g C R, R , and lim g t rt s 0. With the< t < ª`
Saddle Point Theorem, the solvability is proved for the two-point boundary value
problem
yuY s u q g u y h x , u 0 s u p s 0, .  .  .  .
under the condition that
p p p
F y` sin x dx - h x sin x dx - F q` sin x dx , .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 .  .where F y` s lim sup F t , F q` s lim inf F t , and .  .t ªy` t ªq`
2 t¡ g s ds y g t , t / 0, .  .H~ tF t s . 0¢
g 0 , t s 0. .
Q 1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULT
Consider the two-point boundary value problem
yuY s u q g u y h x , u 0 s u p s 0, 1 .  .  .  .  .
2 .  .  .where h g L 0, p and g g C R, R . The solvability of problem 1 has
been studied by many authors. There are some well-known sufficient
conditions such as the Landesman]Lazer condition,
p p p
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 .  .  wwhere g y` s lim sup g t and g q` s lim inf g t see 5, .  .t ªy` t ªq`
x .  w x.1, 2 and their references ; the monotonicity assumption see 6 ; the
 w x.  .  .periodicity assumption see 9 ; and the sign condition: g t t G or F 0
 w x.for all t g R see 3, 4 .
 .In this paper, we give a new solvability condition for problem 1 . The
main result is the following theorem which is proved by the Saddle Point
Theorem.
1 .  .THEOREM. Suppose that h g L 0, p , g g C R, R , and
g t .




F y` sin x dx - h x sin x dx - F q` sin x dx , 3 .  .  .  .H H H
0 0 0
 .  .where F y` s lim sup F t , F q` s lim inf F t , and .  .t ªy` t ªq`
2¡ t
g s ds y g t , t / 0 .  .H~ tF t s 4 .  .0¢g 0 , t s 0. .
 .Then problem 1 has at least one solution.
Remark. There are functions g and h satisfying our theorem and not
w xsatisfying the corresponding results in 1]6, 10 . For example, let h s 0
and
1 y eyt 4 <sin t < ln 1 q t 2 , t G 0 .g t s .  t2 e y 1, t F 0.
Then g is not monotone, not periodic, not satisfying the sign condition,
and not satisfying the Landesman]Lazer condition. It is not difficult to
` yt 4 <sin t <  2 .check that H e ln 1 q t dt - q`, which implies that F q` s 1. .0
It is obvious that F y` s y1. Hence, the g, h given above satisfy our .
theorem.
2. PROOF OF THEOREM
 .The corresponding function w of problem 1 given by
p p p p1 1
2 2w u s u dx y u dx y G u dx q hu dx .  .ÇH H H H2 20 0 0 0
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1 .is continuously differentiable on H 0, p and0
p p p p
X :w u , ¨ s u¨ dx y u¨ dx y g u ¨ dx q h¨ dx .  .ÇÇH H H H
0 0 0 0
1 .  . t  . Xfor all u, ¨ g H 0, p , where G t s H g s ds, u s u s durdt, andÇ0 0
1 <w xH 0, p s u : 0, p ª R u is absolute continuous, .0
u 0 s u p s 0, u g L2 0, p 4 .  .  .Ç
is a Hilbert space with the inner product
p
u , ¨ s u¨ dx . ÇÇH
0
and the corresponding norm
1r2
p
25 5u s u dx .ÇH /0
1 .  .It is well known that u g H 0, p is a solution of problem 1 if and only0
1 .   4..Hif u is a critical point of w. Let H s H 0, p and H s span sin x .0 1
p .Write u s u q u for u g H, where u s H u sin x dx sin x and u g H . InÄ Ä0 1
w xa way similar to the proof of Proposition 1.3 by Mawhin and Willem 7 ,
one obtains
1
2 25 5 5 5 5 5 5 5u F u , u F uÄ ÄL L 2
 .Poincare inequality andÂ
5 5 1r2 5 5u F p u`
 .Sobolev's inequality for all u g H.
 .Proof of Theorem. First, the functional w satisfies the PS condition.
 .  .   ..Suppose that u is a PS sequence for w on H, that is, w u isn n
X .bounded and w u ª 0 as n ª `. Since H is compactly imbedded inn
w x  .  .C 0, p , we only need to prove that u is bounded. If u is unbounded,n n
without loss of generality we may assume that
5 5u ª `n
<  . < < <as n ª `. For every « ) 0, there exists M ) 0 such that g t - « t for
< <all t G M. Then we have
< < < <g t - « t q C 5 .  .
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<  . <for all t g R and some C s max g t . By the Poincare inequality andÂ< t < F M
Sobolev's inequality one has
5 5  X :u G w u , u .Ä Än n n
1 2 1r22 2 2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G 1 y u y « u u y Cp u y h uÄ Ä Ä Ä . L L L L `n n n n n4
3 2 1r2 1r2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5G u y « u u y Cp u y p h uÄ Ä Ä ÄLn n n n n4
5 5 5 5.  .for large n, which implies that lim sup u r u F 4r3 « . By theÄnª` n n
arbitrariness of « , we have
uÄn ª 0
5 5un
as n ª `. It follows from Sobolev's inequality that
uÄn ª 0
5 5un
w xuniformly for all x g 0, p . Noticing that
2
pp2 25 5 5 5u s u sin x dx q uÄHn n n2 0
for all n, one obtains
p< <H u sin x dx 20 n ª(5 5u pn
 5 5.as n ª `. Hence u r u has a subsequence which converges ton n
w x’ ’2rp sin x or y 2rp sin x uniformly for all x g 0, p . Without loss of
generality assume that
u 2n ª sin x(5 5u pn
w xuniformly for all x g 0, p . From the identity that
p p




lim F u u dx s h sin x dx. 6 .  .(H Hn n5 5u pnª` 0 0n
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 .It follows from 3 that F q` ) y`, which implies that F is bounded .
w .   . 5 5..from below on 0, q` . Hence F u u r u is bounded from below onn n n
w x  w x.0, p . By the Lebesgue]Fatou Lemma see 10 , we have
p p1 un
lim inf F u u dx G lim inf F u dx .  .H Hn n n5 5 5 5u unª` nª`0 0n n
p 2
s F q` sin x dx. 7 .  .(H
p0
 .  . p  . pIt follows from 6 , 7 that H h x sin x dx G F q` H sin x d x which .0 0
 .contradicts 3 .
 . < <Second, w a sin x ª y` as a ª `. If not, there exist a , c g R suchn 0
< <  .that a ª ` as n ª ` and w a sin x G c for all n. Without loss ofn n 0
generality we may assume that a ª q`. It follows thatn
1
lim inf w a sin x G 0. 8 .  .nanª` n
For « ) 0, let
¡F q` y « , F q` - q` .  .~ 1C s« , F q` s q`. .¢
«
 .Then there exists M ) 0 such that F t G C for all t ) M, that is,«
d yG t 2G t y g t t C d C .  .  . « «s G s y2 3 2  / /dt dt tt t t
w xfor all t ) M. Integrating two sides over t, s and noticing that
  . 2 .  .lim G s rs s 0 by 2 , one obtainssªq`
G t C . «G2 tt
for t ) M. Hence we have
G t .
lim inf G C«ttªq`
  . .  .which implies that G a sin x ra is bounded from below on 0, p . Itn n
follows from the Lebesgue]Fatou Lemma that
p p pG a sin x G a sin x .  .n n
lim inf dx G lim inf dx G C sin x dx.H H H«a anª` nª`0 0 0n n
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 . p  .By the arbitrariness of « , one has lim inf 1ra H G a sin x dxnª` n 0 n
G F q` Hp sin x dx. Thus we obtain . 0
p p1 1
lim w a sin x s y lim inf G a sin x dx q h x sin x dx .  .  .H Hn na anª` nª` 0 0n n
p p
F yF q` sin x dx q h x sin x dx .  .H H
0 0
- 0
 .  .by 3 , which contradicts 8 .
 . 5 5At last, w u ª q` as u ª ` in H . For every « ) 0, there exists1
C ) 0 such that
1 2< < < <G t - « t q C t . 2
 .  . 1  .for all t g R by 5 and the fact that G t s H g st t ds for all t g R. It0
follows from the Poincare inequality and Sobolev's inequality thatÂ
1 1 2 1 2
2 15 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5w u G 1 y u y « u y Cp u y h u .  . L ` L `2 4 2
1 3 2 1r215 5 5 5 5 5G y « u y Cp q h p u . . L2 4
 . 5 5for all u g H , which implies that w u ª q` as u ª ` in H , for «1 1
may be sufficiently small.
Now the theorem follows from the Saddle Point Theorem see Theorem
w x.4.6 in 8 .
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